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We apply Lie algebraic methods of the type developed by Baker, Campbell, 
Hausdorff, and Zassenhaus to the initial value and eigenvalue problems for 
certain special classes of partial differential operators which have many im- 
portant applications in the physical sciences. We obtain detailed information 
about these operators including explicit formulas for the solutions of the 
problems of interest. We have also produced a computer program to do most of 
the intermediate algebraic computations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study how to use Lie algebraic methods to obtain explicit 
solutions to partial differential equations. In particular, throughout this paper 
we consider an example generated by 
Here C is the set of complex numbers. 
One of our goals is to solve all initial value problems for operators in Q. 
Thus if we are given A E Q and a sufficiently nice function g(x) we wish to 
find a function f (x, t) satisfying 
af(x, q/at = Af(x, t>, f(X, 0) = d-4. W) 
We write the solution of (1.2) asf(x, t) = exp(At)g(x) and then use the properties 
of Lie algebras to study the operator 
exp(At) = eAt. 
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At this point one should note that Q is a Lie algebra under the bracket opera- 
tion [A, B] = A 0 B - B 0 A, A, B E Q, where 0 is the operator composition 
(see Sect. 4). Thus we should be able to interpret exp(8t) as an element in 
the Lie group associated with Q. 
We also study the eigenvalue and eigenfunction problems for operators 
in Q. Thus if we are given A in Q we shall find all h E Cc such that there exists 
a sufficientIy nice function am satisfying 
(A - A) rpA(X) = 0. (1.3) 
We would like to indicate why we do not use the usual methods to study 
(1.2) and (1.3). First, it is our opinion that the results in this paper give sub- 
stantially more detailed insight into problems (1.2) and (1.3) than the usual 
methods. Second, our methods clearly generalize to the study problems (1.2) 
and (1.3) for operators A which are complex linear combinations of operators 
from the set 
or any higher-dimensional analog, while the usual methods offer no hope of 
handling such a general class of problems. 
We also note that problems of the above type occur frequently in the science 
literature both when (1.2) is of classical type, that is, parabolic, and when 
(1.2) is not of classical type. We present a short list of references [2,4, 6, 10-14, 
17, 191 which contain examples of this type and reference many other papers 
that again contain examples of this type. Also, it is possible to find some version 
of many of the formulas in this paper in the cited literature. Thus what is 
new in this paper is not any given formula or fact, but the completeness and 
generality of our approach to these problems. 
Our methods proceed as follows. First we choose a basis for the Lie Algebra, 
I.e., 
A, = I, A, = x, A, = &, A, = x*, A,=.+ A,=2 
ax* 
and then compute exp(tAJ for 1 < i < 6. This is a relatively easy task. Next, 
if A = C q/I, , n = (aI ,..., a,& then we attempt to find six functions &(t, a) 
such that 
tA _ efA&4 . . . ef’,4 e - (1.4) 
One natural method of calculating the (SC) is to differentiate (1.4) with respect 
to t and then solve the result for ClfJdt, which yields a system of nonlinear 
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ordinary differential equations. In this process we discover that we need formulas 
for expressions of the form 
e%AAie-%, 
which, again, are easily calculated. 
In these and other calculations it becomes evident that a general formula 
for rearranging products of exponentials would be extremely useful If a = 
(al ,-.., a,), 6 = (k ,..., b,) with ai and b, E @ for 1 < i < 6, then we will 
find gi(a, b), 1 < i < 6 such that 
(1.6) 
Finally, if we are given A and 3 E Q we would like to find D E Q and Ai E $2, 
2 < i < CO, such that 
eAeB =e D (1.7) 
e A+B = eAeBe4eCs . . . . (1.8) 
Such formulas are helpful in simplifying expressions that occur in our calcula- 
tions. 
We refer to formulas (1.4) through (1.8) as Baker, Campbell, Hausdorff, 
Zassenhaus (BCHZ) type formulas although it is usual to refer only to the last 
two formulas by these names. We note that we have found the last two formulas 
relatively less useful than the first three formulas. 
To complete our methods for the initial value problem we introduce a 
technique that is called the symbolic calculus and which allows us to explicitly 
calculate the time dependent Green’s function for operators in Q. 
To study the eigenvalue problem for an operator A E Q we first calculate 
a sequence of Lie similarity transforms, 
U,(A) = exp(cdJA exp(-&4,), a E @, 
suchthatif U= lJro...~U,~, then U(A) is some simple operator. We then 
study the eigenproblem for U(A) and transform back these results to a solution 
of the problem for A. This similarity transform technique can also be used 
to study the initial value problem. Again we find that formula (1.5) plays a 
critical role. Finally we apply these methods to operators from Q and then 
end by giving an application of the entire theory to an operator from Q (the 
harmonic oscillator) and a list of open questions. 
We prefer to take the point of view that formulas (1.4) through (1.6) are 
formal power series identities (free Lie algebraic identities) which may or 
may not converge depending on which representation of the underlying Lie 
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algebra we are considering. For a discussion of this point, see [9, p. 170; 121. 
References [3, 161 provide the theory necessary for discussing the validity 
of these formulas in representations generated by differential operators, a 
question we do not discuss in this paper. 
There is an alternate method for deriving BCHZ formulas given in [4], 
The method consists of finding a low-dimensional faithful representation 
of the given Lie algebra and then exponentiating the matrices to obtain the 
desired formula. This method has the advantage of being entirely algebraic 
and easily carried out in low dimensions. However, knowing that the algebras 
are isomorphic is not enough; one must know that that the associated Lie 
groups are isomorphic, a difficult question often ignored when this method 
is applied in the literature. We have used the methods in Section 2 in preference 
to the matrix method because of the difficulties in finding the faithful matrix 
representations for the grozlp and because the method presented is a complete 
algorithm for finding the desired formulas. 
Again we would like to emphasize that Sections 2 and 3 are meant as an 
esposition of a general approach to problems of the type we wish to study. 
The material in Section 2 is well known. As far as we know the material in 
Sections3 and Appendix A is new but not particularly profound. Sections 4,5, and 
6 are meant as an illustrative example for the previous sections and this material 
is well known. Theorems 7.3 and 7.5 are new although the general ideas used 
in Section 7 are well known, as are the ideas in Section 8. In Section 9 the 
idea of using the Symbolic Calculus familiar from the theory of pseudodif- 
ferential operators in this Lie algebraic setting is new? although the ideas 
are based on the paper of Steinberg and Treves [17]. 
Although some of the methods in this paper have been used from time to 
time to study partial differential equations we believe this is the first attempt 
at such a general and thorough attack on these problems. 
2. FORMULAS 
In this section we present certain formulas usually referred to by the names 
of Baker, Campbell, Hausdorff, and Zassenhaus (BCHZ). If we have a finite- 
dimensional Lie algebra @ = span{Ai , 1 < i < n>, where A, is a linear 
basis, then the basic formulas of our theory are 
t?ABe-A = c = -f C,Ai , (2.1) 
i=l 
et’ = fi exp(fA), (2.2) 
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(2.3) 
ea4eB = e D , D = f diAi , 
i=l 
(2.4) 
eA+B Aeee2e , A B C. Ca . . . (2.5) 
i=l 
where A = C aiAi and B = C b,A, . Here we consider A, B E QT, a = 
(a1 ,***, a,), b = (b, ,..., b,) E F, and Ai E GZ, 1 < i < n, to be given and 
c.~ , fi ,.gi, di , and cii), 1 < i < n, j > 2, to be computed. 
The theory presented in [8, 121 implies that ci , gi, di , cjj), 1 < i < n, 
j > 2, are formal power series in a and b and in addition fi is a formal power 
series in a and b and t. Moreover, it is known that 
c, is an entire function of a and linear in b, 
fi is an analytic function of t near t = 0 and analytic in a and b, 
gi is an analytic function of a, b near a = b = 0, 
di is an analytic function of a, b near a = b = 0, 
c!j’ 2 is a polynomial in a and b. 
We also note that the infinite product in (2.5) may be divergent. The following 
formulas for computing the unknowns in formulas (2.1) through (2.5) are 
well known: 
C = cad”(B) = f [A, B]‘“/n! 
7Z=O 
(2.6) 
where ad,(B) = [A, B], [A, B]’ = 1, [A, B]l = [A, B], zdA”(B) = [A, Bl” = 
[A, [A, B]“-l], n > 1, 
D = A + B + +[A, B] + &[[A, BIB] + &[B[B, A]] + H.o.T., (2.7) 
C, = --9[z4, B], C, = -$[A, BIB] - &[[A, B], A] ,... . (2.8) 
There are recursive expressions known for D and Cj and thus we can list [6] 
as many terms in (2.7) and (2.8) as we wish. However, it is not known if there 
are closed form expressions for D or Ci nor even if there are estimates for the 
coefficients in the expressions for Cj . 
Also, if f(X, , X2 ,...) is any formal power series in XI , X, ,... E GF?, then 
e”f (Xl , X2 ,...) e-A = f (eAXle+, e”X,e--l,... ). 
This formula helps simplify many computations involving (2.1). 
(2.9) 
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Finally, we note that the fi satisfy a system of nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations and the gi satisfy a system of nonlinear partial differential equations. 
We now describe how to derive these differential equations and note that 
many of our calculations rely on solving these equations. The derivation of the 
differential equations uses the knowledge of 
64. 
e *r;l,e-“4 (2.10) 
for 01 EC, 1 < i < R, 1 < j < ?z, which are calculated from formula (2.6). 
Thus when we study a Lie algebra we always provide a table of the expressions 
given by (2.10). 
The differential equations for the fi are derived by differentiating (2.2) 
with respect to t and then multiplying the result on either the left or the right 
by exp(-t-4). The results of this calculation are 
If one applies the results of (2.10) and uses the fact that (Ai} is a basis, then 
one obtains an implicit system of ordinary digerential equations for the f ‘( = 
8fi/Gt. Also note that f,(O) = 0. 
Next, if we differentiate (2.3) with respect to ai or b, and then multiply 
the result either on the left or right by (2.3) we obtain 
Again, if we use (2.10) and the fact that (Ai] is a basis, then we obtain an implicit 
system of equations for the gradient of each gi . Also note that g, = 0 when 
a=b=O. 
The above provides a comprehensive list of the techniques we use in our 
study. Also, note that the formulas depend not only on a choice of basis but 
also on the choice of an ordering for that basis. 
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3. LINEAR ALGEBRA 
In this section we show that the problems in the previous section can be 
reduced to problems in linear algebra, ordinary differential equations, and 
the Frobenius theorem. One important observation is that if 65? is an n-dimen- 
sional algebra and XE G!, then ad, defined by ad,(Y) = [X, Y] is a linear 
operator on GZ and consequently can be represented by a matrix MX - adX . 
If we choose a basis (Ai) for a, then the special matrices 
defined by 
completely describe the algebra a, and in addition, satisfy a Jacobi identity 
and are skew symmetric in (i, A), A$(:) = -AT;!). 
We begin with formula (2.1). We note that B + exp(A)B exp( --A) is another 
linear operator on GZ and thus has a matrix representation. If 01 E @ and 
C@)(E) = (Cj~‘(~)) then 
(3.1) 
Formula (2.6) shows that 
P)(a) = exp(&P)). (3.2) 
Thus, if we reduce APi) to Jordan form we see that the elements of Pi) are 
polynomials in 01 multiplied by exponentials in CL 
Before we consider the remaining formulas we need to discuss the following 
intermediate calculation. Suppose that .X = (x1 ,..., x,) E P, 0 < j < n + 1 
and 1 < k < n. We define the following elements of GE 
If we use (3.1) we obtain 
(3.3) 
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and if we assume that 
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xj& = c 3$(x) Al ) @(ix) =(3’j’ (x)) l.R 6 
(3.4) 
then we obtain 
We now consider formula (2.2). If we use (3.4), then we can rewrite (2.10) as 
9 = i f’jXj-l,j(f) = i f’j C Bf,l(f) -4, 
j=l j=l 1 
or for 1 < 1 < n we obtain 
a, = i B$l(f)f’, . (3.4) 
i=l 
This is an implicit set of ordinary differential equations describing the set 
of functions {jJ. 
Next, we consider formula (2.3). If we substitute (3.3) into (2.12) and (2.13) 
we obtain 
Using (3.14) we obtain 
This is a system of equations for the gradient of g, that is, a system where 
one would apply the Frobenius theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If we set 
f’ = column(f’, ,..., f ‘,), 
ag/aa = (agi/aaj), %?Pb = cw%>, 
B(x) = (Bij(X)) = (B!j”‘(X)) 1.3 3 B(x) = (Bij(X)) = @o”“(X)), 2 .1 
a = column(a, ,..., a,), 
then our equations for f and g can be zuritten as B(f)f’ = a and B(g)(ag/aa) = 
B(u), &g)(ag/ab) = B(b).lU ’ oreover B(0) = B(O) = I, f (0) = 0, andg(0, 0) = 0. 
As we have yet to find a use for the matrix version of (2.4) and (2.5), we omit 
these formulas. 
4. THE ALGEBR4 
In this section we wish to describe the algebra Q = span{l, X, a, 9, xa, as}, 
where 8 = dldx. We note that the algebra Q is six dimensional and the operators 
listed are a linear basis. We list in Table I the commutators of all the basis 
elements. For this purpose set 
a1 =I, A, = x, A, = a, A, = x2, 
-4, = xa, A, = a%, Aii = [Ai ) Af]. 
Thus Aij is the entry in Table I, where i is the row index and j is the column 
index. 
The above choice of basis is natural from a mathematical point of view; 
however, from a Lie algebraic point of view a choice of basis that simplifies 
the commutator table would be more reasonable. The following choice and 
TABLE I 
4 













0 0 0 0 
-I 0 -x -2a 
0 23 a 0 
-2X 0 - &’ --(2 + 4xa) 
-a 2x2 0 -282 
0 2 + 4xa 2az 0 
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Table II illustrate this point. The choice is related to the creation and annihilation 
operators of quantum mechanics and is useful for some later computations. 
Again we set 
a, = I, A, = cy = (x + q/21/2, 
A, = a+ = (x - q/21/2, A, = p = (cd f I%)/2 = (xa “I/Z), 
a; = y = (2 + q/2, as = y’ = (9 - q/2. 
TABLE II 
Ai I a 3+ B Y Yi 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 0 0 I -ai. a+ a: 
LX+ 0 -I 0 - LE a - a+- 
B 0 iyf --a 0 2y+ 2Y 
Y 0 D1+ Lx -2y+ 0 33 
YT 0 -cx LX+ -2Y -33 0 
We now note that the following are subalgebras of ,O: 
spanK x, 3, 
span{xs, 3, x3 + I/2), 
span{xs, x’, 8, I), 





The knowledge of these subalgebras helps in simplifying some later computa- 
tions . 
Because many of our later computations rely on formula (2.10) we provide 
a table of these results for Q (Table III) Because of formula (2.9) we need. 
only record these results for 
where 01 E C and il is a basis element. The derivation of the formulas in Table III 
is straightforward using formula (2.6) and Table I. For example, 
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TABLE III 









x + 01 a 
x a - 2az 
e% e-V 
x + ha a 
The calculation of the analog of Table III for any Lie algebra is a straight- 
forward use of the Jordan form theorem and formula (3.2). 
5. Two SUBALGEBRAS OF Q 
We are interested in calculating the parameters in formulas (2.1) through 
2.5, that is, e, , fi , gi , &, I$) for two subalgebras of Q, before we turn to the 
full algebra Q. 
The subalgebra a = span(1, x, a> is particularly simple to analyze because 
it is nilpotent. In fact, if A, B, C E g, then [[A, B], C] = 0. Consequently 
all the infinite expressions in Section 2 become finite. If A = & + bn: + ea, 
B = OJ + /3~ + ya, then formulas (2.1) through (2.5) become 
e”Be--l = (a + /3c - $)I + fix + ~8, 
eAt = exp((& + b&/2)1) exp(btx) exp(cta), 
edebzecaedeaxeya = e(a+~+br+8c)le(b+B)ae(c+y)a 3 
eAeB = eA+B+W-bv)I/2 
7 
&4+B = eAeBe’br-eE3)Z/2e 
(5.1) 
The formulas for the algebra V = span{zz, Y, P} where Y = (~8 + 8x)/2 = 
$8 + I/2 are straightforward using the results of Section 3. The calculations 
are somewhat lengthy even for an algebra as small as 9. We include some of 
the intermediate results of the calculations for formula (2.3) at the end of 
this section. A major portion of these calculations was done using the 
MACSYMA program in the Appendix. We also extend some of these results in 
Section 6. 
In the case of formula (2.1) it is sufficient to know Table IV. 
In the case of formula (2.2) if d = ax2 + bY + c@ and 
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TABLE IS- 
Y - 2ax? 
Y 
Y + 2xa% 
then f, g, h satisfy the system of differential equations 
f’ = 4cf” + 2bf + a, 
g’ = b + 4cf, 
h’ = ce2g. 
(5.2) 
If v = (4ac - b2)lp2, then 
f = a tan(&)/@ + b tan(vt)) if u+O, c + 0, 
f = b”tl(bt - 1) 4c if v=O, c f 0, 
f = u(ezbt - 1)/2b if c = 0, b f 0, 
(5.3) 
f = at if c = 0, n = 0. 
Finally g and h can be obtained by simple integration. 
In the case of formula (2.3), if we set A = LWC~ + bY + cP, B = m2. + 
,8Y + y@ and 
AB 
ee = exp(efr2t?% ha2 ), 
then we obtain 
f = a + olezb/(l - 4ffc), 
g = b + p + In(1 - ~cK), 
h = y + ceza/(l - 4~). 
(5.4) 
The calculation of (5.2) is actually a special case of the calculation of the 
more complicated calculation of (5.4). W e now give some of the intermediate 
results of the computation of formulas (5.4) using the methods outlined in 
Section 3. If we set 
a, = a, 
bl = a, 
g1 =f, 
A, = 9, 
a2 = b, 
b, = 8, 
g, = g> 
L4, = Y, 
u3 = c, 
6, = Y, 
g, = h, 
A, = az, 
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then we obtain 
Finally we obtain the system of partial differential equations 
These equations can be integrated to obtain 
e2b 
f=a+ K--4c, g=b-In@--4c)+L, la= K-44c 
Qe2= + M, 
f = KiT4a: 
1 
+nffl, g==P--ln(K,-4401)3-L,, P,=,+ Key4a, 
1 
where K, L, .M do not depend on a, b, c, and MI , L, , Kl do not depend on 
01, /T, y. For appropriate choices of the constants we obtain (5.4). 
We do not attempt formulas (2.4) and (2.5). We also note that Gilmore 
[4, p. 1491 extensively studies the algebra %T g su(2, Cc) s sl(2, C) from a 
point of view different from ours and has obtained information about (2.4). 
If we combine (5.3) and (5.4) we obtain similar information about (2.4). 
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6. Fomm~.4s FOR Q 
In this section we consider extending the results in Section 5 to the full 
algebra Q. Again the calculations are based in Section 3 and are done using 
the MACSYMA program listed in the Appendix. 
We begin with formula (2.1). Thus, we need to calculate exp(A)B exp(--A) 
for every A, B E Q. However, formula (2.9) h s ows that we need only consider 
B = x or B = a. If we set A = ax2 + bxa + ca8 + cux + pa + ~1~ then in 
matrix notation 
as is easily calculated from Table I. We now wish to calculate exp(ad,) which 
is done by diagonalizing the matrix in (6.1) with a matrix similarity transform 
and then back transforming the exponential of the diagonalized matrix. The 
matrix has eigenvalues, 6, -8, 0 where S = (b” - 4ac)lia. The results of this 
calculation give 
X’ = (cash(6) + i sinh(6)) x + (4 sinh(S)) a + RJ, 
(6.2) 
8’ = 
( * sinh(8)) x + (cash(S) - i sinh(8)) a + R,I, 6 
where 
R, = ; cash(6) + 2W8T bP (1 - sinh@)), 
R, = ; cash(6) + 2NP8; bU (1 + sinh(S)). 
Xext, we consider formula (2.2). If we use MACSYMA to perform the linear 
algebra calculations given in Section 3 for the basis 
f;ll = I, -4, = x, A, = 2, 8, = %a + 112, A5 = as 8, = $1, (4.3: 
then the matrix B(x) is given by 
! 0 100 0 1 0 1 -2x, -x2 0 -2x,ed”4 - x2eKx4 0 (4+x3 4x32e-2a~ “&., - z 2e- z% 2x,) 4”: 
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Consequently the functions fi satisfy the following nonlinear system of dif- 
ferential equations. 
f ‘1 = al + a5f2 - a6h2, f ‘2 = a2 + 4 + 2a5f3 + 24& , 
f ‘3 = a3 + 2a4f3 + %f32, f ‘4 = a4 + 4a6f3 , (6-4) 
f ‘5 = a5 exp(f4), f ‘6 = a6 exp(2f4). 
We note that the equation for f3 is uncoupled from the remaining equations 
and that we solved this equation in Section 5. The remaining equations can 
be solved in terms of simple integrals. 
We record the above as a theorem because we use the information in some 
later problems. 
THEOREM 6.1. There exist fzcnctions f,(a, t), 1 < i < 6, n = (al ,..., a,), 
such that formula (2.2) holds for the algebra Q with the basis (6.2). Moreover, 
the functions fi are (not necessarily single valued) analytic functions for all t and a 
with the exception of certain isolated points. 
Proof. This is clear from the above discussion. 
At this point we would like to emphasize that if we are given numerical 
values for all of the parameters a and b in (2.1), (2.2), or (2.3), we can easily 
calculate the unknown functions. However, if we leave a and b as parameters 
then listing the various algebraic forms for the remaining parameters seems 
not to be worthwhile because it is possible to find the required system of 
differential equations with the parameters evaluated, and then it is an elementary 
problem to solve for the unknown functions. Thus we do not record the results 
for the remaining formulas. 
7. SIMILARITY TRANSFORMS 
We recall from the introduction that if HE @, a finite-dimensional Lie 
algebra, then we are interested in solving problems of the type 
df(t)/dt = Hf(t), f (0) = fo 9 (7.1) 
and 
(H - A)?,, = 0 (7.2) 
for f (t), X, and pn . Here we assume that all HE 6Y are defined on some subset 
of a given space of function X and f (t), fO , v,+ E S. We use similarity transforms 
to study these problems. 
DEFINITION 7.1. If CZ! is a Lie algebra and Xi E cZ, 1 < i < K, and 
U = fi exp(XJ, (7.3) 
i=l 
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then the mapping ,4 ---f A’ = UAU-l is a linear mapping of 6Z that we call 
a Lie similarity transform generated by U. If K = 1, then the Lie similarity 
transform is called simple. 
We note that if Yr , Ys ,... E 0? and f(Yr , Ya ,...) is a formal power series 
in Y1 , Y, ,... E C?!, then according to (2.9) the similarity transform can be 
extended to f by setting f’ = UfW1 = f(UY,W1, UrU,U-l,...). 
Our approach to problems (7.1) and (7.2) is to choose H, E @ for which 
the problems (7.1) and (7.2) are easily solved; that is, we can easily calculate 
exp(W,t) and the p and #J = 4, such that (H,, - P)#~ = 0. We then calculate 
& E GZ, I < d < K, such that if U is given by (7.3), then 
This section is organized in the following way. In Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 
we discuss certain general properties of Lie similarity transforms and their 
relation to contact transforms. We next attempt to find similarity transforms 
that would reduce every operator in Q to the operator x8. Theorem 7.1 implies 
that the operator ~8 is a bit too simple for our purposes. Theorem 7.3 gives 
the best possible reductions to operators like x8 and Theorem 7.4 analyzes 
the simple operators to which we can reduce all problems for the algebra Q. 
Finally we note that the operator (the Harmonic Oscillator Hamiltonian) 
ii2 - x2 belongs to Q and has, as is well known, the Hermite functions as 
eigenfunctions. These functions are the exponential of a quadratic function 
times a polynomial. Theorem 7.5 shows that many of the operators in Q share 
this property. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let U generate a Lie similarity transform of Q. If 
x = ax + ba + CYI, Y = cx + da + p1 
for a, b, c, d, 01, B E C and 
27 = UXJ-l = a’x + b’a + LX/I, Y’ = UYU-1 = CIA! + $8 + P’I, 
then a’d’ - b’c’ = ad - bc. Moreooer, if 
X = W.X= + bxa + ca2 + ax + pa + YI, 6 = b2 - 4ac, 
then 6’ = 6. 
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Proof. Let A E ,O and consider the simple Lie similarity transform generated 
by U = exp(A) where A = a9 + bx3 + ca2 + 01x + pa + YI. In formula 
(6.2) we give explicit expressions for a,, , aia , as, , us8 , b, , b, in the following: 
and 
where R involves only scalars and I. The product property of determinants 
and the formulas for aij in (6.2) give the first part of the theorem. The second 
part is a standard result about the changes in quadratic forms under trans- 
formations with determinant one and can also be verified using a straight- 
forward calculation. 
We note that it is usual to call a transformation of variables of the type 
x’=ax+~a,a’=c~+dawithad-~c=l,anda,b,c,d~@,acomplex 
contact transform. Our next theorem shows that these transformations can 
all be generated by Lie similarity transforms. 
THEOREM 7.2. If a, 6, c, d, 01, i3 are complex numbers satisfJ&tg ad - bc = 1, 
then any transform of the type 
32’ = ax + ba + cl, a’ = cx + da + p 
can be given as a Lie similarity transform of Q, i.e., 
x’ = uxu-1, af = uau-1. 
Proof. We first note that the condition ad - bc = 1 is essential, as was 
shown in Theorem 7.1. If we set 
U = exp(x2/2) exp(aa/2) exp(x2/2) 
then Table III gives 
uxu-1 = a, uau-1 = -X 
which is “naturally” called the Fourier transform. If 
U = exp(olY) exp[/3D2/2) exp(--yx2/2) 
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then 
UXU-~ = e”x + /?e-Q, 
Ux U-1 = ye% + (1 + y/3) e-9. 
If a + 0 and we choose 
eE = a, /3 = hem, y = ce-” , 
then 
d = (I + bc)/a = (1 + y/3) e+, 
and we have the desired result. If a = 0, then c f 0, and if we apply the 
Fourier transform defined above, then we reduce this problem to the previous 
case. Finally, if we set 
U, = exp((cr - m)x) exp((& - bs)a) 
then U,U gives the desired result as can be easily checked using Table III. 
THEOREM 7.3. If 
A = ax2 + bxa + c9 -j- ax + /?a + yI, 
6 = (b2 - 4ac)l/2 
for a, b, c, a, /3, y E Cc and 
lal flbl +Icl >O, 
then there exist Y, s, t E Cc and a Lie similarity transformation U such that 
(i) UAW1 = Sxa f sl if SfO, 
(ii) lJAF1=x2+ra+tI if 6=0. 
Moreover, the transform involves only exponentials of multiples of the basis 
elements {x2, x8 + I/2, a2, x, a, I>. The set of elements of Q similar to a given 
element are called complex orbits. 
Proof. We first consider a simpler problem. As in Section 4 we set Y = 
(xa + ax)/2 = xa + + and A = ax2 + bY + caa and then attempt to find a 
contact transform 77 of the algebra ~3’ = span(x2, Y, P> such that A is reduced 
to a simple form. For these calculations we continually use the formulas in 
Table IV. We also note that the importance of 6 was shown in Theorem 7-I. 
We consider several cases 
(i) be - 4ac + 0, ac # 0, 
(ii) gS - 4ac # 0, a = 0, 
(iii) b2 - 4ac f 0, c = 0, 
(iv) b2 - 4ac = 0. 
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If we are in case (i), then we let a: be one of the values of 4a: = ln(c/a) and 
then set a, = aeZa = cc-2a, U, = exp(cZ). Thus 
A, = U,AUTl = al(x2 + a”) + bY. 
Next set v = b/a, and note that v2 = b2/ac so that v2 = 4 if and only if 
b2 - 4ac = 0. Choose 01 a root of 01~ + vo1 + 1 = 0 and /3 = l/(v + 201). 
Note that v2 # 4 implies v + 201 # 0. A straightforward calculation using 
Table I shows that if U, = exp&c2/2) exp(aa2/2), then U,A,U;l = c,Y for 
Cl E c. 
For case (ii) we have 6 #= 0 and A = bY + ca. If we set U = exp(-&/2b), 
then UAW-1 = bY. Similarly, in case (iii) b # 0 and A = ax2 + bY, U = 
exp(ax2/2b) and lJ,4U-l = bY. 
If we are in case (iv), and a # 0 then 
A = a(x + (b/2a)a)2, 
and if U = exp(-ln(a)Y)/2) exp(-ba2/4a), then (see Table III), UAU-1 = x2. 
Similarly, if c # 0, then 
,4 = c(a + (b/2c)@ 
and if U = exp(-ln(c)Y/2) exp(bx2/4c), then UAU-l = a2. 
Next we note that 
so that 
exp(-x2/2)3 exp(X2/2) = a2 + 2Y + x2, 
exp(a2/2)x2 exp(-a2/2) = a2 + 2Y + x2, 
x2 = exp(-a2/2) exp(---x2/2)a2 exp(x*/2) exp(Sa/2). 
This concludes case (iv). 
Next we consider 
A = a,x2 + a,& + a@ + a4x + a& + a& 
Because the algebra span(1, X, a} is sent into itself by any of the above trans- 
formations we are reduced to considering the two cases: 
(i) A = Sxa + ax + ba + c, s i 0, 
(ii) A = x2 + ax + ba + c. 
In case (i) if U = exp(-as/S) exp(b@), then UAU-l = 6x8 + ,B for some 
/3EC. 
In case (ii) if we choose U = exp(-aa/2) then UAU-1 = x2 + & + y for 
some 01, y E C. 
We now describe the solution of (7.1) and (7.2) for our reduced problem. 
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THEOREM 7.4. For every h E 6, xa satisfies 
(IY.X~ + p)xa = (&I + pjxn, 
and 
et(aaa+s)f(x) = e@f(e”x). 
Moreover, if fi = 0 and if H(x) = 0 for x < 0 and H(x) = 1 fey x > 0, then 
mar-l(x) = 0. If y # 0, then fur eaery h E @, 
satisfies 
y5 = exp(--x3/3y f (A - 8)x/y + c) 
and 
Fin&y if y = 0, then 4 = #(x & (A - S)lj8) is a Dirac delta distribution at 
-&(A - S)l12 and exp(x2 + S)t is just a multiplier. 
Proof. The first equation is trivial. Next 
eC(ana+e)f(x) = efsg(x, t), where &, t) = etzz3f (X). 
Thus 
@g/at) = lXc(~g/ax). 
This equation can be solved by the method of characteristics giving the second 
formula. 
The eigenfunctions for xa + ya + 6, y # 0 are solutions of a trivial ordinary 
differential equation. We give the following interesting proof of last formula 
in the theorem. If in (2.5) and (2.8) vve set A = tx2, B = tya then 
c, = Pyx, c, = tyq3, c, = o,..., 
and consequently 
exp(x2 + yi3 + S)t = exp(St) exp(t9) exp(t$) exp(Pyx) exp(t3y2/3). 
Clearly 
so that 
etyaf (bv) = f (x + yt) 
(exp(x2 + ya + S)t) f (x) = exp(tx” + tS + 4t3y2/3) f (x + yt). 
The remaining parts of the theorem are clear. 
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THEOREM 7.5. If a, b, c, a, p, y E C, 
and 
A =ax2+bx8+caX+olx+@+yI, 
6 = (bz - ~czc)~/~ + 0 
arid a, b, c, E, p, y is not one of the exceptional points described below, then thue 
exist a sequence of complex numbers 
.%I = na + 8, B E c, 
and a sequence of complex polynomials p,(x) of degree n and r, s, t E C such that 
F”,(X) = pn(x) exp(rxa + sx + t) satisjies 
Proof. Theorem 7.3 implies that we can find a Lie similarity transform U 
such that 
UAW1 = ha f f!l. 
We set .zn = nS + j?, vs = UP and then clearly 
We now need to show that vn has the correct form. We first observe that if 
q(x, a) is a quadratic expression in x and a, i.e., q(x, a) E Q, p,Jx) is a polynomial 
of degree n in x, and U = exp(A) is a simple similarity transform, then 
U exp(q(x, a))~&) = exp(q’(x, a))p’,(x), where q’ is again a quadratic expres- 
sion in x and a and p’, is a polynomial of degree n. This follows by checking 
each entry in Table III. For those entries containing a one must rewrite the 
above expression as 
exp(q( UXU-~, uau-1)) Up,(x). 
Thus (pn has the form 
d4 = exp(dx, a))p,(x). 
Next, use Theorem 7.1 with t = 1 to rewrite 
exp(q(x, a)) = exp(ra+ + sx + t) exp(fxa)exp(ga + h@) 
for some r, s, t, f, g, h E 6. We note that there are certain exceptional values 
of the coefficients of q given by Theorem 6.1 which depend on the coefficients 
of A such that the last formula does not hold. As before, exp(fxa) and 
exp(ga + ha2) operating on a polynomial of degree n gives a polynomial of 
degree n. 
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We return to the problem of describing exp(,4t) in Section 9, where we 
develop the techniques to say something more about this problem. 
8. THE OPERATORS ~~~SOCL~TED WITH A &MILTONI~ 
In this section we explore the following situation. We assume that we are 
given a Lie algebra GY and a particular element HE Q! and then attempt to 
find other elements in @ that are useful in understanding the properties of H. 
We consider two cases, the recursion elements and the symmetry algebra. 
These elements are characterized by their commutation relation with H and 
correspond to the two possibilities 
DEFINITION 8.1. If HE @, then we call A E csl a recursion element with 
respect to H with value p E C if A f 0 and [H, A] = pA. If p > 0, then 
A is called a raising element with value p and if p < 0, then A is called a 
lowering element with value ,u. 
The reason for calling such elements recursion elements is that they generate 
recursion among the eigenfunctions of H in the following sense. Suppose that 
Then 
HF = AT> 
[H, A] = @I. 
and consequently if Ap # 0, then Ap, is an eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue 
h + p. Thus, if f~ # 0 and we have one eigenfunction ‘p for H and a recursion 
operator A for H, then we can generate infinitely many eigenfunctions. 
We note that if A and B are recursion elements with respect to H with values 
,ur and p2 and the product $B of A and B is defined, then [H, AB] = 
[H, A]B + A[H, B] = (pl +- &AB and consequently AB is a recursion 
operator with respect to H with value pL1 + h . Mso, if A and B are distinct 
recursion elements with respect to H with different values then a + B is not a 
recursion operator with respect to H. In addition recursion elements have the 
following Lie properties. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If H, A, B E G?, 01 E Cc, and [H, A] = ,u~A, [H, B] == p&i, 
then 
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Moreover, if U is a Lie similarity transform of OZ and H’ = UHlF, A’ = 
UAV1, then [H’, A’] = pIA’. Thus recursion elements are preserved under 
products, commutations, scalar multiplication, and Lie similarity transforms. 
Proof. This is straightforward algebra using the Jacobi identity. Note that 
if [A, B] = 0, then [A, B] is not considered a recursion operator. 
PROPOSITION 8.2 If O! = $2, Y E C, and H = xa, then the following is a 






xa + Y 0 
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation. 
We note that the above propositions along with the material in Section 7 
imply that “most” operators in Q have nontrivial raising and lowering operators. 
Also, if we choose vn = .CP as eigenfunctions of x3, then q’n = vn+r , 
a9h = fa9k1 . 
We turn to symmetry elements. 
DEFINITION 8.2. If HE GL’, then we call A E CL! a symmetry element with 
respect to H if there exists p E C such that [H, A] = PH. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. If HE 6?~?, then the symmetry elements with respect to H 
form a Lie subalgebra which zue call the symmetry algebra of H. 
Proof. This is an elementary calculation using Jacobi’s identity. 
Remark. Note that if [H, A] = PH, then eAHe-A = evH. 
PROPOSITION 8.4. The symmetry algebra of xa in Q has the basis {xa, 1). 
Proof. This is an elementary calculation. 
We note that in the case of Q the symmetry algebra is trivial. However, 
in the higher-dimensional analogs of Q this is no longer true. 
9. THE SYMBOLIC CALCULUS 
In this section we introduce the symbolic calculus and use the calculus to 
solve in closed form all initial value problems involving operators from Q. 
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DEFINITION 9.1. If amn E @ and 
is a formal series in x and 3, then the symbol of X, 
0X(x, 5) = f amnx”p. 
m,n=D 
The importance of the symbol arises from the following facts. If 
f(e) = (271-)-l I-@ emdzff(x) dx, 
then 
M4 = j-1 ei3ccdl(x, is) f(f) df 
provided that we place appropriate restrictions on A and J so that the above 
integrals exist. In particular, if we study the initial value problem 
and 
af(x, t>/at = Af(x, t), f(X, O? = g(x), (9-l) 
then 
G(x, E, t) = creAt(x, if), (9.2) 
f(x, t) = jrn G(x, t, t) e”“‘f(() dt, 
-m 
(9.3) 
Note that G(x, e, t) is usually called the time dependent Green’s functioa 
for the initial value problem (9.1). 
The reason for the term calculus is the two formulas given in Propositions 
9.1 and 9.2 that allow us to use our previous theory to calculate the symbol 
of exp(At) for A E Q. Although, if A is one of the elements listed in Table ST 
TABLE V 
x OX 
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then the symbol of exp(&) exists for all time, and Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 only 
guarantee that our formulas hold for t sufficiently small. Example 9.1 shows, 
in fact, that some of our series do diverge. 
Remark. In the terminology of quantum mechanics aX is the normally 
ordered form of X; that is, if we are given any expression Y in x and a, then 
we use the commutation relation ax = Z& + 1 to move all a to the right of x 
and then replace a by 5. We always think of x and .$ as commuting variables. 
For example +a) = XCJ and o(&) = xt + 1. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. If Y is any formal expression in x and a, then 
0Y = e-E2YeEr(l). 
Proof. If we normally order Y, then as operators on functions X = Y, i.e., 
e-ExxeEx = e--5xye52* 
Also, 
c5zx7qj73ec5 = x.m(a + ,g92 
and if we let this expression operate on the function which is identically 1, 
then we obtain 
Because X is a sum of such terms we are done. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. If X and Y are two formal series in x and a, and X o Y 
is defined then 
Remark. We note that X 0 Y is the operator composition where the variables 
x and 8 do not commute, where as the expression for a(Xo Y) has commuting 
variables and thus must be algebraically more complicated than the product XY. 
Proof. First we recall Libnitz’s rule for derivatives of products 
If 
X = C amn9W, 
Y = c b,mnPan, 
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then 
XoY==C a b .p&+$ mn 23’ 
Thus 
which is just what we obtain if we evaluate the right-hand side of (9.12). 
We now wish to calculate the symbols of the exponentials of all elements 
of Q. First we use Proposition 9.1 to tabulate the symbols in Table V. In fact 
all but the second formula in Table V are trivial. For example, 
To obtain the second formula in Table V we compute 
=e -cr/2e(enll~e~(~a+l/2)(1) 
= exp((e” - 1) &x). 
To obtain the next to the last step above we can use the results on formula 
(2.2) given in Section 6. However, if we note that ~3 and x form a closed 
algebra, then there exist f and g such that exp(a.s + bxa)t = exp(fx) exp(gxZ) 
and we can calculate f and g from the theory in Section 3. This indicates that 
a list of formulas (2.1) to (2.5) f or all lower-dimensional algebras would be 
useful. 
THEOREM 9.1. If A = A(x, a) E $2, then exp(A) kas a symbol of the form 
exp(r(k, e)), where Y(X, E) is a quadratic polyrwomial in x and f, with the possible 
exceptiom given itz Theorem 6.1. 
Pmof. We have 
u(exp(A)) = e-+eAefz(l) = e ac&a+yl). 
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Then use Theorem 6.1 to write 
,Aha+~)(l) = (+++tae~aeha(l) = e”“,c’, 
for some f, g, h E C. 
THEOREM 9.2. If p(x, f) and p(x, E) are quadratic polynomials in x and 4, 
and t is su@iently small, then 
convqes for x and 4 s-@%iently small. 
Proof. From Cauchy’s integral theorem we obtain the estimates 
, qYedx,e)t 1 < K(a!)ll” (Mt)l? ec(p2+g2), 
, &a,&.& 1 < K(ct!)l’” (Mt)la e ckc2+c2) 
for some constants K, n/r, and C and thus the convergence is clear. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. If A = exp(t8”) and B = exp(tx2), then 
a(A 0 B) = c $ (a,%“‘z)(&+.“‘2). 
01 * 
We can use the power series of exp(x) to evaluate the above expression at 
x = 4 = 0. We obtain 
o(A 0 B)(O, 0) = 1 g t2n, 
which is clearly divergent for t sufficiently large. Thus some restriction on t 
in Theorem 9.2 is essential. 
10. EXAMPLE: THE HERMITE FUNCTIONS AND THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
We now illustrate our previous theory by choosing 
H=aB-x2~Q 
and, then applying the results of Sections 7, 8, and 9 to H. We note that H 
is the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator. 
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If we apply Theorem 7.3 to H (use Table IV), we find that if U = 
exp(aa/4) exp(x2/2), then UHlP = -2x8 - 1. Thus, if we choose 
A,= -2n-I, 
yn = exp(--x2/2) exp(-@/4)x”, 
then vn and A, are eigenpairs for H. Let us set 
pn(x) = exp(-az/4)x*, 
which is clearly a polynomial of degree n. proposition 8.2 tells us that 
R = V4U = (AT - 3/2, L= iy-qiy=x+ii 
are raising and lowering operators for H, i.e., 
%+1 = (3 - %32/2, n > 0, 
vn-1 = (x + a&z > I2 3 1. 
If we rearrange these last two formulas, we obtain 
P n+1 = XPn - nP,l-1/2? 
PO = 1, Pl = 3, 
which yields a recursion for the polynomial p, . This recursion shows that 
2RPzpn(~~) are the usual Hermite polynomials. 
Next, if we solve Eqs. (5.4) or (6.4) for the appropriate values of the parameters 
we obtain 
exp(t(a” - .x”>) 
= esp(-4 tanh(2t)x2) exp(-ln(cosh(2t))(xa + +)) exp($ tanh(2Q8). 
If we now use the theory in Section 9, we obtain 
u(exp(t(8 - x2)) 
= eMcr exp(t(az - x2)) et”(l) 
= exp(-4 tanh(2t)xs) exp ln(cosh(2t))(x@+Q+$)) exp($ tanh(2t)(aQ)s)(lj 
= (cosh(2t))1/2 exp((sech(2t) - 1) xE + + tanh(2tj@ - A?)]. 
We can now use (9.2) and (9.3) to solve the initial value problem 
; (x, t) = “Y$ t, - x2f(x, t), f(X, 0) = g(x). 
This gives a complete description of the two fundamental problems for the 
Harmonic oscillator if we replace t by if. 
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11. OPEN PROBLEMS 
1. Calculate all the parameters in formulas 2.1 through 2.5 for all the 
lower-dimensional Lie algebras for all reasonable choices of basis. Because 
there are lists of such Lie algebras this seems a fairly practical suggestion. 
Is it possible to extend the MACSYMA program to do this work ? 
2. Extend the results on similarity transforms for ,O to a general Lie algebra. 
3. How are the formulas for Lie subalgebras related to the formulas for 
the full Lie algebra ? Does the general theory of Lie algebras tell us anything 
about our formulas ? 
4. Describe the possible singularities in the functions f and g of formulas 
(2.2) and (2.3). F or what Lie algebras does (2.5) converge ? 
5. Can these results be extended to infinite-dimensional algebras ? 
6. What are all the finite-dimensional Lie algebras of differential operators 
with polynomial coefficients ? 
7. For what types of function spaces can we find representations of the 
Lie group associated with a given Lie algebra and thus obtain existence and 
uniqueness theorems for our initial value problems ? 
8. How do our methods compare to those of Gilmore [3, p. 1491 that use 
matrix representation theory to do the calculations of the parameters in (2.1) 
through (2.5)? In particular, which methods would be better for higher- 
dimensional algebras ? 
APPENDIX: MACSYMA PROGRAM 
The following is a MACSYMA program that computes the matrices B(x), 
.Wf >a, -Wg) W, and J%9 fj(b) g iven in Theorem 3.1 from the matrices 
C(n(o~) given in (3.7). If the dimension of the Lie algebra is N, then one must 
add to the program the iV statements 
C[1]( V) : = MATRIX( ?); 
where ? is the rows of the matrix W)(a) with OL = I’ and 1 < I < N. The 
program is: 
RHSI(F,A,C,N):=BLOCK([AA],FOR I THRU N DO AA[I,l]:A[I], 
AA:GENMATRIX(AA,N, l),B(F,C,N) f + (-l).AA); 
RHSII(G,Y,C,N):=BLOCK([RT],RT:B(G,C,N)+ + (-l).B(Y,C,N),FOR I 
THRU N DO FOR J THRU N DO RT[I, J]:FACTOR(RT[I, J]),DISP(RT)); 
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RHSIII(G,Z,C,N):=BLOCK([RT],RT:BB(G,C,N)+ f (-l)*BB(Z,C,N),FOR 
I THRU N DO FOR J THRU N DO 
RT[I, J]:FACTOR(RT[I, J]),DISP(RT)); 
B(X,C,N):=BLOCK([M,BT],FOR I THRU (-l)+N DO IF I=1 THEN 
M[l]:C[l](X[l]) ELSE M[I]:M[(-l)+I]C[I](X[I]),FOR J THRU N 
DO FOR I THRU N DO IF J=l THEN BT[I,J]:DELTA(I,J) ELSE 
BT[I, J]:M[(-l>+ J][I,P],BT:GENMATRIX(BT,N,N),RATSIMP(BT)); 
BB(S,C,N):=BLOCK([M,BBT],FOR I THRU (-l)+N DO IF I=! THEN 
%l[N]:C[N](--X[N]) ELSE 
M[1-I+N]:M[2-I+N]C[l-I+N](--X[1-I+N]), 
FOR J THRU N DO FOR I THRU N DO IF J=N THEN 
BBT[I, J]:DELTA(I, J) ELSE 
BBT[I, J]:M[l+ J][I, J],BBT:GENMATRIX(BBT,N,N),RATSIMP(BBT)); 




where in the last statement N is replaced by the dimension of the example 
to be calculated. 
The MACSYMA program is supported by the Mathlab Group, Project 
MAC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, 
and they are partially supported by ARPA-DOD-N00014-70-A-0362-0001. 
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